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a b s t r a c t

Proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC) technology for use in fuel cell vehicles and other applications
has been intensively developed in recent decades. Besides the fuel cell stack, air and fuel control and
thermal and water management are major challenges in the development of the fuel cell for vehicle
eywords:
uel cell system
irect hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
ptimization model
imulation

applications. The air supply system can have a major impact on overall system efficiency. In this paper
a fuel cell system model for optimizing system operating conditions was developed which includes the
transient dynamics of the air system with varying back pressure. Compared to the conventional fixed back
pressure operation, the optimal operation discussed in this paper can achieve higher system efficiency
over the full load range. Finally, the model is applied as part of a dynamic forward-looking vehicle model
of a load-following direct hydrogen fuel cell vehicle to explore the energy economy optimization potential
of fuel cell vehicles.
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. Introduction

In recent decades the hydrogen proton exchange membrane
uel cell (PEMFC) technology for use in fuel cell vehicles has been
ntensively developed by major auto companies. However, the use
f fuel cells in vehicles is still far from the mass production sub-
ect to further technical development such as durability and cost
1]. Fuel cell applications in automobiles are particularly difficult
ecause of the rapidly varying driving conditions in these appli-
ations. The fuel cell system consisting of the stack, air and fuel
ubsystem and water and thermal management subsystem is often
esigned to achieve a specified maximum power and the oper-
tion is optimized around the nominal operating point in order
o maximize the overall system efficiency. In automotive appli-
ations, the fuel cell systems have to be able to adapt to a wide
ange of operating conditions such as frequent start-up and stop,
udden load changes, and varying power levels. Improper system
esign and control can cause air/fuel starvation, flooding, mem-
rane drying, and pressure imbalance across the membrane, which
ill damage the fuel cell stack. Therefore, there is a need to develop

tool to optimize the fuel cell system operation over the full load

ange to achieve stable system operation and maximum fuel econ-
my.
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Much work has been done in the past to model fuel cell sys-
ems, to optimize the operating conditions, and simulate the fuel
ell vehicles. Fuel cell models at the cell level are presented in
2–4]. Studies concerned with optimum operating conditions are
iscussed in [5–12]. The characteristics of the low pressure and
igh pressure fuel cell systems are addressed with regard to the
ystem efficiency and transient response in [7,13,14]. Lumped fill-
ng/emptying dynamic fuel cell models are presented in [15–17].
ir supply control strategies and analyses based on dynamic quasi-
teady fuel cell operation are described in [15,18–23]. These studies
stablished a good foundation for understanding fuel cell systems
nd fuel cell vehicles. However, the above models were developed
or a specific fuel cell system or without considering the design of
he stack, sizing of the system, or optimization of operating condi-
ions. In addition, the models did not treat the transient dynamics
f the system and its effect on system efficiency. A fuel cell system
ptimization model which treats on a control basis the transient
ynamics of the system and is applicable to a generic fuel cell design
scalable to fuel cells of arbitrary power) is needed for evaluating
he fuel cell system in vehicles of various classes and for explor-
ng the energy economy of those vehicles. The development and
pplication of such a model are the subjects of this paper.

The fuel cell system and its integration into a fuel cell vehicle are
resented in Section 2. The quasi-steady optimization model and

ptimum highest efficiency operation including transient dynamic
ffects are described in Section 3. Simulation results of fuel cell-
owered vehicles with optimum operating conditions on various
riving cycles are presented in Section 4. The conclusions are sum-
arized in Section 5.

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:hengbing.zhao@gmail.com
mailto:afburke@ucdavis.edu
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2008.10.032
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Fig. 1. Direct hydrogen fuel

. Fuel cell system for vehicles

.1. Fuel cell system

The fuel cell stack is the heart of a fuel cell system. However,
ithout auxiliary components such as the air compressor, humid-

fier and pressure and flow regulators, the stack itself would not
ork. Fuel cell system configurations vary considerably in differ-

nt applications. A direct hydrogen fuel cell system, as shown in
ig. 1, typically involves the following four major auxiliary sub-
ystems: air supply and control, fuel supply and control, water
anagement, and thermal management subsystems. The air supply

ubsystem includes interacting components, namely, air compres-
or and expander, supply manifold, cathode side of the fuel cell
tack, return manifold, and back pressure control valve. The fuel

upply subsystem consists of a high pressure fuel tank, pressure
egulator, supply manifold, the anode side of the fuel cell stack,
nd purge control valve. Water management subsystem includes
ir/fuel humidifiers or vapor injector and vapor condenser. The
hermal management consists of the cooling loop for the stack and

t
l
m
a
n

Fig. 2. Diagram of the fuel cell system for
ystem: schematic diagram.

emperature control for humidifiers and a radiator. The four sub-
ystems interact and have a large effect on the performance and
fficiency of the fuel cell stack.

The fuel cell system operation is complex due to the coupling of
he subsystems—the stack, air and fuel supply, and the water and
hermal management. In modeling the system, care must be taken
o include the level of model complexity needed to adequately
ccount for the impact of the different components on the overall
ystem. The effect of transient phenomena on the electrochemical
rocesses in the stack can be ignored due to their fast response. The
esponse of the water and thermal management subsystems is rel-
tively slow. Hence, the stack and humidifier temperature change
lowly and can be considered as constants. Compared to the air
ling/emptying dynamics, hydrogen supply from a high-pressure
ank is fast and its dynamics can be ignored. Therefore, only the

ransient dynamics related to the air supply subsystem can have a
arge impact on the system performance and it is considered in the

odel. The parasitic loss from the air supply system accounts for
bout 80% of the total losses. Therefore, the air supply has a domi-
ant impact on the system efficiency. The parasitic losses from the

direct hydrogen fuel cell vehicles.
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Fig. 3. Driver end of the direc

ater and thermal management subsystems used in the optimiza-
ion model are scaled from the quasi-steady model [6] of those
ystems.

A dynamic air supply model including the fuel cell stack man-
fold and channels and the compressor was developed and then
ntegrated into the fuel cell system/vehicle model developed by the
CD fuel cell vehicle modeling group [5,11,21]. The system shown

n Fig. 2 contains component models for each of the key fuel cell
ystem components.
The stack current is used to calculate the hydrogen required.
he optimum operating conditions such as mass flow, back pres-
ure, and water and thermal management data, obtained from the
uasi-steady fuel cell system optimization model, are used in the
ynamic model. The optimal air mass flow is achieved through a

f
f
w
i

Fig. 4. Interface of the fuel cell sy
ogen fuel cell vehicle model.

ombination of feed-back and feed-forward control of the com-
ressor. The back pressure of the stack is controlled by adjusting
he opening area of the throttle through a feed-back and feed-
orward controller. Therefore, the fuel cell system is controlled to
perate around its optimum conditions. The details of the transient
ynamic model are given in [24].

.2. Fuel cell vehicle model
The dynamic fuel cell system model was integrated into a
orward-looking vehicle model of a load-following direct hydrogen
uel cell (DHFC) vehicle. The fuel cell vehicle was not hybridized
ith a battery. The driver end of the fuel cell vehicle model shown

n Fig. 3 consists of three main blocks: drive cycle, driver, and vehi-

stem optimization model.
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le. The detailed vehicle model can be seen in [21,22]. The block
f drive cycle defines the driving profile as velocity vs. time. The
river block represents the driver properties, generating the accel-
ration and brake commands to the vehicle block according to the
riving cycle and the actual vehicle velocity. The block of vehicle

ncludes vehicle body, traction motor and transmission, and fuel
ell system. The motor and transmission subroutines generate the
uel cell current command for the fuel cell system model. Simula-
ions are performed for various drive cycles such as FUDS, US06,
IWAY, JP1015, ECE, and NEDC.

In a fuel cell vehicle, the hydrogen fuel may not be fully uti-
ized. For closed end hydrogen fuel cell systems, frequent purging is
sed to remove the accumulated water vapor and nitrogen diffused
hrough the membrane. The purging parasitic loss is neglected in
his model. For an open-end hydrogen fuel cell, a pump is employed
o circulate the unused hydrogen. This loss can be significant, but
ompared to the air supply system and cooling system, the power
onsumption of the fuel supply system is small and is neglected in
he model.

. Optimization of operating conditions

.1. Optimization model

The fuel cell stack delivers electricity at high efficiency. How-
ver, the operation of the on-board auxiliaries significantly affects
he performance and efficiency of fuel cell system. The fuel
ell system optimization model was first developed by the UCD
uel cell vehicle modeling group in 2002 to analyze various
ir supply configurations and their tradeoffs and to search for
he optimum operating conditions to maximize the net system
ower and system efficiency. The optimization model in this
aper was developed based on the former model with addi-
ional consideration given to the flow field channel design in the
uel cell stack, sizing of the air supply system, and the impact
f the humidification and oxygen consumption on the pressure
oss.

The GUI of the quasi-steady fuel cell system optimization
odel is shown in Fig. 4. The interface gives some key factors
hich affect the system optimization results. The fuel cell per-

ormance is sensitive to the mass flow of the reactants, which
epends on the fuel cell stack design. The following are the key
arameters: the number of cells, the active area of the cell, and
ow field design including the channel shape, dimensions and
pacing. In this optimization model, only rectangular flow chan-
els are considered. A Vairex twinscrew compressor of 17.2 kW
nd a Solectria Induction motor and controller combination of
1 kW are employed for scaling the air supply system in the opti-
ization model. Usually a compressor has the best efficiency

round the nominal operating point and lower efficiency in the
ower load range. The ratio of compressor power to the max-
mum stack power is introduced to scale the air compression
ystem.

Temperature, relative humidity, operating pressure and the air
ass flow are the four key external variables that have a major

mpact on the performance of the fuel cell stack. Assuming the
tack temperature and the relative humidity are well controlled, the
perating pressure and the air mass flow will determine the oxygen
artial pressure at the cathode catalyst layer, which determines the
esultant cathode overpotential for stack current. In the optimiza-

ion model, the average pressure in the stack is used to calculate
he effect of the water vapor on the mass flow rate. Thermal and
ater managements for fuel cells are challenging issues in automo-

ive applications. Fuel cell operation at relatively low temperature
equires a large radiator. A condenser is needed for recovering water
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or humidifying the inlet reactant gases. The losses from the coolant
ump, radiator fan and condenser are small compared to the loss
rom the air compression subsystem. The water and thermal man-
gement components are scaled based on the results in [6] and the
aximum stack power.
The saturated water vapor pressure is the function of only tem-

erature and is 0.46733 atm. at 80 ◦C. The change of the air mass
ow caused by humidification is significant and should be con-
idered for calculating the pressure drop on the flow channels of
he stack. The dry air mass flow in the stack decreases due to the
xygen consumption in electrochemical reaction. The effect of the
onsumed oxygen on the change of the dry air mass flow should
ot be neglected when the stoichiometric ratio (SR) is lesser than
.0. The oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen diffusion through the mem-
rane is small and its impact on the mass flow is neglected. The mole
ass of the exhaust dry air depends on SR. However, the effect of

he oxygen consumption at the cathode on the air mole mass is
esser than 2% and can be neglected in the fuel cell system opti-

ization model when the SR is lesser than 2. The vapor mass flow
ontributes significantly on the stack pressure loss and is related to
he dry air mass flow, pressure drop, and the back pressure accord-
ng to the ideal gas law. The average pressure in the stack is used
o calculate the water vapor mass flow. The average mass flow in
he stack is used to calculate the pressure loss in the optimization

odel.
The actual pressure drop across the stack is related to the humid

ir mass flow, stack back pressure, and channel flow field plate
esign. The pressure loss can be obtained using the Darcy-Weisbach

aw. In the optimization model, the maximum allowable pressure
rop across the stack and the assumed flow path number (chan-
el number) are known. First, the humid air flow rate is calculated
ith the back pressure, the dry air mass flow rate, and the interpo-

ated pressure drop from the maximum allowable pressure drop.
he actual pressure drop across the stack is then calculated. The
odel calculates for every triplet (the current density, J, the dry

ir mass flow, ṁ and the back pressure, Pr) the net output power of
net(J, ṁ, Pr). Then it scans among those which have Pnet(J, ṁ, Pr) >
and are within the safe operational region of the compressor, to
nd the one with max[Pnet(J, ṁ, Pr)].

net(J, ṁoptimal, Pr,optimal) = max[Pnet(J, ṁ, Pr)]

n other words, the optimal mass flow ṁoptimal and back pressure
r,optimal will yield the maximum net power for certain J values.

In the last part of the calculation, the maximum actual pres-
ure drop is obtained from the optimal results and compared with
he input-allowable pressure drop. If the maximum actual pressure
rop on the stack matches the allowable pressure drop, the selected
hannel number is acceptable and the optimum operating condi-
ions are also acceptable. Otherwise, the channel number is varied
nd the model is run until the maximum optimum pressure drop
n the stack is acceptable (lesser than the allowable pressure drop).
he optimization process is given in Fig. 5.

.2. Optimum operating conditions

The number of cells in the stack is determined by the required
oltage. The active cell area is obtained from the current needed
t maximum power. The width/length ratio of a cell can be varied
ithout changing the cell power at a given voltage. The channel

imensions are given according to the MEA mechanical properties.
or optimal operation with varying SR and back pressure, the maxi-
um allowable pressure drop across the stack is set to 0.4 atm. The

ow path number (number of channels) is related to the maximum
ressure drop in the cell. An initial channel number is assumed.
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of water vapor partial pressure to dry air partial pressure (Fig. 9).
• At low power demand, the fuel cell system operating at low pres-

sure and at optimal back pressure has higher system efficiency
than the fuel cell system operating at high pressure because of
relatively low parasitic losses.

Table 1
Fuel cell stack and system parameters.

Number of cells 440 Width of flow path
(mm)

1.2

Active area (cm2) 510 Depth of flow path
(mm)

0.6
Fig. 5. Flowchart of searching fo

he channel number is adjusted until the pressure drop for optimal
peration approaches the allowable pressure drop. In the following
nalysis the relative humidity in the stack is set to 1.0 and the stack
emperature is 80 ◦C.

It is of interest to compare fixed and varying pressure opera-
ion of the system. Hence the optimization model was modified to
ptimize the SR for fixed back pressure operation. For that analysis,
he channel number from the optimum case with varying SR and
ack pressure is used and the allowable pressure drop is adjusted
o match the maximum actual pressure drop in the stack. The mod-
fied optimization model was run with fixed back pressures of 2.0,
.5, and 1.1 atm. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1.
plot of system efficiency vs. system net power is shown in Fig. 6.

he optimal polarization curves, the compressor responses, and the
ressure drop across the stack for different operating modes are
hown in Figs. 7–9, respectively.
The comparisons of the results for the different operating modes
ndicate the following:

The fuel cell system with optimal varying back pressure can
achieve higher system efficiency over the full load range (Fig. 6)

N

T

optimum operating conditions.

and can produce more power than the fuel cell system operating
at constant back pressures.
For the same fuel cell system with different operating modes,
lower constant back pressure operation has higher pressure drop
across the stack than other operating modes due to higher ratio
umber of flow paths 15 Width of landing area
(mm)

0.6

hickness of GDL (mm) 0.15 Power ratio of twin
screw compressor to
stack

0.2
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ig. 6. Comparison of the optimal system efficiency for different operating modes:
ptimal varying back pressure operation and fixed back pressure of 2.0, 1.5, and
.1 atm.

At high power demand, the high pressure operating mode and
the optimal varying back pressure operation mode can achieve
higher system efficiency compared to the low pressure operation
due to the high oxygen partial pressure at the catalyst layer and
low pressure loss on the stack.
At medium load demand, there is no apparent difference in the
system efficiency for the different operation modes. However, low
pressure operation requires a much larger humidifier than high
pressure operation.
The optimal operation can achieve higher efficiency over wide
load change. However, coordinated control of the compressor

and the back pressure valve can be complicated and is needed
to avoid large transient voltage drops during rapid changes in
power demand.

Fig. 7. Optimal fuel cell polarization curves for different operating modes.

o
I
d
o

ig. 8. Optimal compressor quasi-steady responses for different operating modes.

. Simulation results for fuel cell vehicles

The optimum model of fuel cell operation was applied to the
oad-following DHFC vehicle [8] with an updated traction motor
ontroller and a scalable dynamic fuel cell system model. The sim-
lation results shown in Fig. 10 indicate that the speed of the
ehicle operating at the optimum conditions follows the drive pro-
le seamlessly. However, the vehicle model with the dynamic fuel
ell system has high voltage fluctuations. The high voltage drops
hat occur during fast accelerations can be avoided by hybridiza-
ion of a fuel cell system with electric energy storage (batteries or
ltracapacitors). Fig. 11 shows the fuel cell system performance in a
HFC vehicle on the FUDS cycle. The system performance with the

riginal quasi-steady fuel cell model [22] is also shown in Fig. 11.
t can be seen that the maximum power required during the FUDS
rive cycle was approximated 40 kW. Most of the time the vehicle
perates in low power range. Note that the fuel cell system efficien-

Fig. 9. Pressure drop across the stack vs. current density.
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Table 2
Vehicle and fuel cell system parameters (case 1).

Vehicle and system parameters
Drag coefficient 0.3
Frontal area (m2) 2.2
Vehicle hotel load (kW) 0.3
Vehicle mass (kg) 1500.0
Electric motor (kW) 75.0

Fuel cell stack and auxiliaries
Max. net power (kW) 87.6
Gross power (kW) 106.2
Number of cells 440
Cell area (cm2) 510.0
Compressor (kW) 17.2

Table 3
Vehicle and fuel cell system parameters (case 2).

Vehicle and system parameters
Drag coefficient 0.3
Frontal area (m2) 2.2
Vehicle hotel load (kW) 0.3
Vehicle mass (kg) 1500.0
Electric motor (kW) 50.0

Fuel cell stack and auxiliaries
Max. net power (kW) 58.4
Gross power (kW) 70.8
Number of cells 440

p
l
a

f
c

ig. 10. Simulation results of the DHFC vehicle with the dynamic fuel cell system
odel on the FUDS cycle.

ies from the original quasi-steady and the new transient dynamic
uel cell vehicle calculations are consistent.

The fuel economy of fuel cell vehicles on various drive cycles
as calculated using the new fuel cell system model. The vehicle

nd fuel cell system parameters used in the calculations are given
n Table 2 (case 1) and Table 3 (case 2). The DHFC vehicle model

ith the fuel cell system operating at the optimum operating condi-
ions was compared with the DHFC vehicle with the fuel cell system
perating at the fixed back pressures of 2.0, 1.5 and 1.1 atm. The fuel
conomies (Fig. 12) for the various driving cycles indicate that opti-
al varying back pressure operation can achieve a higher vehicle

uel economy compared to fixed high back pressure operation. The

ehicle with the fuel cell system operating at the fixed low pressure
as almost the same fuel economy as that of the vehicle with opti-
al varying back pressure operation. However, the low constant

ack pressure operation has lower maximum net fuel cell output

ig. 11. Comparison of the system performance with the quasi-steady and transient
ynamic fuel cell system model on the FUDS drive cycle.
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Cell area (cm2) 340
Compressor (kW) 11.4

ower which will affect the vehicle acceleration performance. The
ow back pressure operation needs a larger humidifier and creates
higher stack pressure drop.

Simulations were also run for the DHFC vehicle with a smaller
uel cell system (case 2) to assess the effect of the size of the fuel
ell system on vehicle fuel economy. The vehicle and fuel cell sys-
em parameters are given in Table 3. The simulated vehicle fuel
conomies for the various driving cycles are presented in Fig. 13.
he vehicle fuel economy in Fig. 13 (case 2) was normalized with
espect to the corresponding fuel economy of case 1 for the each
rive cycle and plotted in Fig. 14. It can be seen that employing a
maller fuel cell system in a DHFC vehicle has a little impact on the
ehicle fuel economy for the optimal varying back pressure opera-

ion and low back pressure operation, but can significantly improve
he fuel economy for the fixed high back pressure operation.

ig. 12. Fuel economy of the DHFC vehicle operating at optimal back pressures and
xed back pressures of 2.0, 1.5, and 1.1 atm. on different driving cycles (case 1).
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Fig. 13. Fuel economy of the DHFC vehicle with a smaller fuel cell system operat-
ing at optimal back pressures and fixed back pressures of 2.0, 1.5, and 1.1 atm. on
different driving cycles (case 2).
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ig. 14. Normalized fuel economy of the DHFC vehicle (case 2) to the DHFC vehicle
case 1).

. Conclusions and discussion

A scalable fuel cell system model was developed for optimizing
he operation of the fuel cell system. The design parameters of the
tack and the sizing of the air supply and the water and thermal
anagement subsystems were selected to maximize the system

fficiency. The conditions for different operating modes were opti-
ized by using the system optimization model. The effects of

ptimizing the fuel cell system operation and the sizing of the fuel
ell system on the vehicle fuel economy were studied for various
rive cycles for a load-following direct hydrogen fuel cell vehicle
sing the new transient dynamic fuel cell system model.

The results of the study are summarized below:

Compared to fixed back pressure operation, the fuel cell system
with the optimal varying back pressure operation can achieve
higher system efficiency over the full operating range and can
maximize the net system power.
For optimal varying back pressure operation and fixed low back
pressure operation, the size of the fuel cell system has a little
effect on the fuel economy of the vehicle. However, reducing the
size of the fuel cell system will benefit the fuel economy of a
DHFC vehicle with a fuel cell system operating at the fixed high
back pressure.
The vehicle with the fuel cell system operating at fixed low pres-

sure has almost the same fuel economy as that of the vehicle with
optimal varying back pressure operation. However, the low con-
stant back pressure operation has lower maximum net output
power which will affect the vehicle acceleration performance.

[

[

Sources 186 (2009) 408–416 415

The low back pressure operation needs a larger humidifier and
creates a higher pressure drop across the stack.

he optimal operation of fuel cell system varies the back pressure
nd air supply SR according to the change of the power demand.
hese rapid changes in the operating conditions of the fuel cell stack
an have a major impact on the lifetime of the fuel cell stack due to
he mechanical stresses on the MEA and the stack accessory com-
onents. Coordinative control of the mass flow and pressure of the
athode and anode sides of the stack is required. This is the main
rawback of the optimal operation of the fuel cell system for auto-
otive applications. These variations in operating conditions can be

educed by hybridizing the fuel cell system by the addition of elec-
rical energy storage with batteries or ultracapacitors. In addition
o reduce the sudden changes in operating conditions, the energy
torage permits the capture of regenerative braking energy, which
hould improve the fuel economy by 10–15%. The fuel cell–battery
ybrid vehicle and its control strategy and the effect of the tran-
ient response of the fuel cell system on the hybridization will be
ddressed in the future work.
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